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APPARATUS , SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR Chair - based approaches for recording BCG are known to 
MEDICAL ANALYSES OF SEATED produce waveforms for the same person that are signifi 

INDIVIDUAL cantly different for various segments of the same recording , 
severely reducing the diagnostic value of the measurement . 

CROSS REFERENCE 5 Body movements are known to generate stronger signal 
values than normal cardiac activities during recording caus 

This application is a Continuation of U.S. Non - Provi- ing loss of information and destroying individual BCG 
sional application Ser . No. 15 / 190,534 , filed on Jun . 23 , cycles . 
2016 , which claims the benefit of the filing date of U.S. Currently , the art lacks integration of physiological moni 
Provisional Patent Application Ser . No. 62 / 183,222 , filed 10 toring into an individual's everyday life without causing 
Jun . 23 , 2015 , which is hereby incorporated by reference in them to change their habits or perform any specific task . The 
its entirety . art further lacks health condition monitoring techniques that 

provide a robust measure of aortic PWV without the aid of 
FIELD medical personnel for collection of data . The art lacks the 

15 ability for the daily non - invasive medical analysis of the 
cardiac and vascular functions of an individual . The disclosure relates to apparatus , system and method 

for medical analyses of a seated individual , and in specific SUMMARY instances for detecting heart function and processing signals 
therefrom . In accordance with one aspect of the present disclosure a 

method for determining the aortic valve opening of a seated BACKGROUND individual includes recording the BCG of the individual 
while sitting on a seat having a force sensor capable of 

Existing methods for tracking an individual's vital signs measuring changes in the apparent weight of the seated 
involves either taking time out of their day to use medical 25 individual ; and detecting a location on the recorded BCG 
devices , or wearing portable ambulatory devices . These waveform or its transforms representing the aortic valve 
methods are intrusive to one's daily life , requiring one to opening indicating ventricular ejection and the origination of 
change their lifestyle and habits in order to consistently a pulse wave taking into account the posture of the seated 
acquire their medical state . individual . 

Historically , there are four measurement techniques that 30 In accordance with another aspect the present disclosure 
are used for estimation of a pulse wave velocity . First , the further includes determining the PTT of the seated indi 
clinical gold standard uses tonometry where a transducer is vidual by determining the time of aortic valve opening ; 
held against the carotid artery ( neck ) and a thigh pressure detecting the arrival of the initiated pulse wave the end 
cuff is used to measure when the pulse wave reaches the point while sitting on the seat ; and measuring the relative 
femoral artery . The distance between the two measurement 35 timings of the two events . 
points , coupled with the pulse transit time ( PTT ) is used to In accordance with another aspect the present disclosure 
determine an aortic pulse wave velocity ( PWV ) and estimate further includes calculating the PWV of the seated indi 
aortic compliance . This method requires assistance from vidual by dividing the determined length of the arterial 
medically trained personnel to provide and properly attach segment by the pulse transit time from the initiation at the 
the equipment to the patient . 40 start point to the detection at the end point of the pulse . 

In a second technique , two points on the same artery are In accordance with another aspect of the present disclo 
used to measure an arterial PTT , with the distance between sure a method for medical analysis of a seated individual 
measurement points determining PWV . This is often done includes collecting BCG data over time from the individual 
using two photoplethysmography ( PPG ) sensors with while sitting on a seat comprising at least one force sensor 
known separation between the two positioned on the radial 45 capable of measuring changes in the apparent weight of the 
artery of the arm , or in the finger ( using the foot to foot seated individual ; and determining the timing of the aortic 
measurement of the two PPG waveforms ) . However , this valve opening from the BCG data taking into account the 
technique estimates the PWV in the measured peripheral angle between the seat platform and the torso of the seated 
artery , not in the aorta , and is therefore not useful for individual . 
determining aortic compliance , but is often used to estimate 50 In accordance with another aspect of the present disclo 

sure a method for medical analysis of a seated individual 
In a third technique , the R - wave peak of the ECG is used further includes determining a selected end point along a 

as the starting point , with a peripheral PPG measurement length of artery from the aortic valve ; detecting the arrival 
( often finger , toe , or ear ) used as the distal point . This of the pulse wave initiated by the aortic valve opening at the 
measurement is called the pulse arrival time ( PAT ) and is 55 selected end point along the artery while sitting on the seat ; 
often used as a surrogate for PTT ( and PWV ) in estimating and determining the PTT of the seated individual by mea 
blood pressure . However , as this measurement technique suring the relative timings of the aortic valve opening and 
includes the PEP it has no basis in physiology and funda- the arrival of the pulse wave at the selected end point 
mental pulse wave velocity / blood pressure theory . In accordance with another aspect of the present disclo 

In a fourth technique , the BCG is used as the starting point 60 sure a method for medical analysis of a seated individual 
( estimating aortic ejection ) and PPG at the periphery ( toe ) is further includes determining a length of the arterial segment 
used as the distal point for estimation of a PWV . This between the aortic valve and the selected end point along the 
approach measures an averaged PWV of the aorta and artery through which the pulse wave is measured and 
femoral artery . It has been used for aortic compliance calculating the PWV of the seated individual by dividing the 
estimation . However , it is not an accurate measurement of 65 determined length of the arterial segment by the PTT 
the true aorta PWV due to the contribution of the femoral In accordance with another aspect of the present disclo 
artery distance from the end of the aorta to the toe . sure a method for measuring physiological changes associ 

a 

blood pressure . 
a 
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ated with a simulated Valsalva maneuver includes determin- sarily limited to the embodiments shown herein , various 
ing a length of an arterial segment along an artery from the aspects of the disclosure may be appreciated by those of skill 
aortic valve through which a pulse wave is to be measured in the art . 
between a start point representing the aortic valve opening Keys to successful monitoring and early detection of 
and an end point ; during a BM detecting the aortic valve 5 changes associated with emerging or deteriorating health 
opening indicating ventricular ejection of the origination of conditions include ensuring patient compliance , daily mea 
a pulse wave by recording the bBCG of the individual while surement , and consistent physiological state at the time of 
sitting on a toilet seat having a force sensor capable of measurement . An embodiment of the system includes an 
measuring changes in the apparent weight of the seated integrated seat capable of inconspicuous daily monitoring of 
individual , wherein the toilet seat is secured to a toilet ; 10 cardiac and vascular functions through methods including 

the ECG , BCG , and PPG from the buttocks or upper thigh detecting the arrival at the end point of the initiated pulse ( bECG , bBCG , and bPPG ) and a base station for collection wave of the individual while sitting on the toilet seat ; of data . In an embodiment , the seat contains sensors , micro measuring the relative timings of the two events ; and 
determining at least one physiological condition of the 15 harvest energy from the environment with techniques such processor , wireless communication capabilities , and can 
individual associated with the simulated Valsalva maneuver . as RF energy harvesting with a rectenna based system 

These and other aspects of the present disclosure will providing a self - contained bioinstrumentation system that become apparent upon a review of the following detailed automatically captures medically relevant data daily . Instru 
description and the claims appended thereto . ments such as ECG require skin contact to achieve robust 

20 measurement and can further ensure fine features of the 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS waveform are accurately captured . Sensors which do not 

require skin contact are also suitable for use in the present 
The disclosure may be more completely understood in disclosure . Additionally , the pressure associated with daily 

consideration of the detailed description of various embodi- bowel movements provides opportunities for monitoring 
ments of the disclosure that follows in connection with the 25 associated physiological differences between the resting 
accompanying drawings , in which : state and the pressure state . Biometric analysis ( e.g. , ECG 

FIG . 1 illustrates a top view of an integrated toilet seat in based ) can be used to discriminate between subjects . Data 
accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure ; collected by the system can be used in conjunction with 
FIG . 2 illustrates a bottom view of an integrated toilet seat other bathroom and home environmental sensors to provide 

in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure ; 30 a broad picture of health - relevant activities and stressors . 
FIG . 3 is a diagram depicting the aorta and associated An embodiment of the system includes a self - contained 

arteries of an individual illustrating starting and ending seat containing energy storage , such as a rechargeable or 
locations for the measurement of PTT in accordance with an non - rechargeable battery . A microprocessor can provide full 
embodiment of the present disclosure ; system control including power management , data capture , 

35 analysis and storage , and wireless communication with the FIG . 4 is a diagram depicting various posture positions of base station . The base station for collection of data may be a seated individual ; a stand - alone system or part of a larger home environmental FIG . 5 illustrates an exploded view of a non - load bearing monitoring system . 
floating hinge in accordance with an embodiment of the The following abbreviations and definitions are used present disclosure ; 40 throughout the disclosure : 
FIG . 6 illustrates an exploded view of a floating / sealed ECG — Electrocardiogram . 

standoff and a perspective view illustrating a partial cut- PPG - Photoplethysmogram . 
away of a portion of the assembled floating / sealed standoff BCG - Ballistocardiogram . 
in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure ; bBCG - BCG is the measurement of the BCG of an indi 
FIG . 7 is a graph of various waveforms generated from a 45 vidual while in the sitting position . 

seated individual in an upright position in accordance with bPPG / PPG is the measurement of the PPG of an individual 
an embodiment of the present disclosure ; while in the sitting position . 
FIG . 8 is a graph of various waveforms generated from a bECG - ECG is the measurement of the ECG of an indi 

seated individual in a leaning position in accordance with an vidual while in the sitting position . 
embodiment of the present disclosure ; and 50 PTT - Pulse transit time ( travel time of pressure wave in the 

FIG.9 is a schematic of a BCG force sensor in accordance arterial segment length of interest ) . 
with an embodiment of the present disclosure . PEP — Pre - ejection period ( isovolumetric contraction of the 

ventricle ; time between ECG Q - wave and opening of 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION aortic valve ) . 

55 PAT — Pulse arrival time ( PEP + PTT ) . 
The present disclosure relates to a system , method , and PWV – Pulse wave velocity ( arterial segment length divided 

apparatus for the non - invasive medical analysis of an indi- by PTT ) . 
vidual in a sitting position . Various embodiments illustrate BP — Blood pressure . 
the usefulness of application for daily non - invasive medical BM - Bowel movement . 
analysis of cardiac and vascular functions . An embodiment 60 IPG - Impedance plethysmogram . 
of the present disclosure includes the non - invasive medical LVET – Left ventricular ejection time . 
analysis of an individual in a sitting position . BCG data is In accordance with an embodiment of the present disclo 
extracted from a seated individual . A suitable seat is in sure a method for medical analysis of a seated individual 
communication with instrumentation to extract BCG data , includes collecting BCG data over time and determining the 

BCG waveform , from the seated individual . A 65 timing of the opening of the aortic valve from the BCG data 
suitable seat includes a toilet seat integrated with such taking into account posture . In an embodiment , the method 
instrumentation . While the present disclosure is not neces- further includes selecting an end point along a length of 

such as 
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artery from the aortic valve and determining the timing of a of non - load bearing floating hinges that allow the entire seat 
pulse wave initiated by the aortic valve opening reaching the to move vertically in both directions ( e.g. , up and down ) . 
end point . In an embodiment , measuring the aortic pulse This ensures each standoff is in contact with the toilet 
wave velocity of an individual includes determining the surface and can produce accurate readings from a sensor 
length of the arterial segment between the aortic valve and 5 associated with the standoff . 
the selected ending point through which the pulse wave is to Each standoff can have an integrated force sensor or 
be measured . The aortic valve opening indicates ventricular plurality of force sensors associated with the standoff , which 
ejection of blood and the origination of a pulse wave can measure both the subject's weight and small apparent 
associated with the ejection . This origination signal can be changes in the subject's weight ( e.g. , measurement of the 
detected , for example , by recording the BCG of the indi- 10 bBCG ) . The standoff can be a floating sealed assembly . In 
vidual while sitting on a surface in communication with a one embodiment , the bBCG is measured by a plurality of 
sensor capable of measuring changes in the apparent weight independent sensors ( one in each standoff ) positioned in a 
of the seated individual . These forces act to dynamically manner sufficient to determine the initiation of a pulse wave 
increase or decrease the load on the sensors and are typically from ventricular ejection of blood from the heart regardless 
in the 1 Newton range . A signal representing the arrival of 15 of the posture of an individual sitting on the integrated toilet 
the initiated pulse wave of the seated individual at the seat . In one embodiment , the bBCG is measured with four 
selected end point can be detected , for example , by a sensor independent sensors ( one in each standoff ) , however other 
positioned under the buttocks or upper thigh of the indi- configurations can be used , such as three independent sen 
vidual . The relative timings of the two signals can be sors ( one in each standoff ) ( e.g. , with one or two sensors on 
measured , the difference being the PTT . The aortic pulse 20 the rear standoffs ) , or more . Suitable sensors are capable of 
wave velocity is calculated by dividing the determined measuring a small change in force for monitoring the bBCG 
length of the arterial segment traveled by the pulse wave by and include piezo resistive sensors , piezoelectric elements , 
the transit time from the initiation to the detection of the strain gauges , or the like . 
pulse wave , i.e. , from the selected starting point to the The PPG can be measured at a distal point , such as the toe 
selected ending point . 25 or finger . For example , the PPG can be measured by an 

The BCG data can be represented as the BCG waveform , optical sensor , which typically is composed of an LED light 
or a transformed BCG such as the 1st , 2nd , 3rd etc. derivatives source and a photodetector , located on the surface of the 
or integrals . The shape of the bBCG waveform measured in toilet seat positioned under the seated individual's buttock or 
accordance with the present disclosure is affected by the upper thigh . In another embodiment , the PPG can be mea 
posture of the seated individual . Therefore , it is important to 30 sured at the individual's toe from a mat or other device . The 
be able to determine the location on the waveform that LED light source is typically green , red or IR . The photo 
represents the opening of the aortic valve taking into account detector is typically a photodiode or a phototransistor . The 
the posture or changes in posture of the seated individual . resulting waveform shows how the local blood volume 
Optionally , an ECG can be used to determine a window in changes due to the pumping of the heart , as seen in the image 
the bBCG waveform that contains the location of the starting 35 shown in FIGS . 7 and 8 . 
point , i.e. , the initiation of the pulse wave . The origination The ECG instrument can be positioned on the surface of 
of the pulse wave can be determined in accordance with the the toilet seat so as to be in contact with the seated 
present disclosure while accounting for posture . individual's skin . Typically , an ECG instrument is composed 
An embodiment of the disclosure includes an integrated of at least three electrodes . Two of the electrodes are used for 

toilet seat placed on a standard toilet . Sensor systems can be 40 a differential measurement , while the third is a reference 
integrated within the toilet seat to monitor the following : electrode . The reference electrode is typically driven either 
Ballistocardiogram ( BCG ) measures small changes in an with the common mode signal of the other two electrodes , 
individual's apparent weight due to the mechanical motion or a fixed reference voltage , or is referenced to ground 
of the heart ; Photoplethysmogram ( PPG ) an optical mea- through an impedance network . The ECG instrument may 
sure of the change in blood volume in localized tissue ; 45 also be composed of only two differential leads . 
Electrocardiogram ( ECG ) a measure of the electric activ- A method for determining the aortic valve opening of a 
ity of the heart ; SpO2 ; body weight ; and body temperature . seated individual includes recording the BCG of the indi 
An embodiment of the system can enable a broad range of vidual while sitting on a seat having a plurality of standoffs 

daily measurements extracted from the bECG , bBCG , and resting on a support surface and having a force sensor 
bPPG including : heart rate ; heart rate variability ; left ven- 50 capable of measuring changes in the apparent weight of the 
tricular ejection time ; pulse transit time based on ECG seated individual integrated into at least one of the plurality 
R - wave or the BCG ejection ( correlation to vascular com- of standoffs ; and detecting a location on the BCG data 
pliance ) ; blood pressure ; cardiac output ; cardiac contractil- representing the signal of the aortic valve opening indicating 
ity ; abnormal heart function or issues with autonomic ner- ventricular ejection of the origination of a pulse wave taking 
vous control of the heart ( Valsava maneuver ) ; blood 55 into account the posture of the seated individual . 
oxygenation ( Spo , via filtered PPG sensors ) ; respiration A method for measuring the aortic pulse wave transit time 
rate ( IPG or PPG ) ; stress levels ( e.g. , via heart rate variabil- of a seated individual includes determining a length of the 
ity ) ; body weight ; body temperature ; QT interval ( time arterial segment through which a pulse wave is to be 
between Q and T waves of the ECG ) ; QRS duration ( time measured between a start point representing the aortic valve 
from the Q wave to the T wave ) ; PTT ; PWV ; PAT ; LVET ; 60 opening and a selected end point along the arterial segment ; 
and PEP . recording the BCG of the individual while sitting on a seat 

In an embodiment , a standoff is a component that supports having a force sensor capable of measuring changes in the 
the seat on a base surface . The load is supported by the apparent weight of the seated individual integrated into at 
standoff and a sensor can be integrated with the standoff by least one of a plurality of standoffs , wherein the standoffs are 
which static and dynamic loads can be measured . In one 65 resting on a support surface ; detecting a location on the BCG 
embodiment , the integrated toilet seat has a plurality of data representing the aortic valve opening indicating ven 
standoffs that support the seat on the toilet surface and a pair tricular ejection of a pulse wave at the start point of the 
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seated individual ; detecting a signal representing the arrival In addition to measuring the BCG from the force sensors , 
of the initiated pulse wave of the individual at the end point the seat can also be used to estimate a user's weight . When 
while sitting on the seat ; and measuring the relative timings a user sits on the seat , a certain percentage of their weight 
of the two events to determine the pulse transit time from the is on their feet . This percentage will be different based on 
initiation at the start point to the detection at the end point 5 body type and posture . If the user is leaning forward and 
of the pulse . resting their arms on the knees , a larger percentage of their 
FIG . 1 illustrates a top view of an integrated toilet seat in weight will be on their feet . With respect to an integrated 

accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure . seat , since it is self - contained it can measure the weight 
FIG . 2 illustrates a bottom view of an integrated toilet seat present on the seat . Estimating or determining a user's 
in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure . 10 seated posture is important for accurately estimating the 

Aortic compliance and blood pressure of an individual user's weight . Machine learning can be used to estimate both 
can be derived from the Pulse Wave Velocity ( from bBCG posture and weight from the independently measured force 
to bPPG ) . In an embodiment , the disclosure includes a 
method for the measurement of the PWV of an individual Thus , in an embodiment wherein the seat has a plurality 
sitting on the integrated toilet seat . 15 of standoffs resting on a support surface it is important that 
The aortic PWV can be calculated by determining the the load present on the seat is only carried by the standoffs . 

length of the arterial segment divided by the pulse transit The use of a floating hinge or pair of floating hinges to 
time ( PTT ) over that length . The velocity is the distance connect the seat to a toilet is an example of an embodiment 
divided by the time . The PTT is determined by the start of which ensures that none of the load is present on the hinge , 
ventricular ejection ( when the aortic valve opens ) , as well as 20 which could negatively impact the measurement accuracy 
the point in time when the pulse wave reaches the end point , and signal quality of both weight and BCG . 
for example , as shown in FIG . 3 . Direct integration of the BCG sensors into the seat's 

The BCG data can be used to determine when the heart standoffs allows for complete integration of sensors into a 
valve opens . The start of the PTT can be identified , for standard seat . This is one way that such a technology is most 
example , on the BCG waveform . The PPG measures the 25 likely to be adopted by users . This differs from similar 
change in local blood volume so a PPG sensor positioned devices that present a custom platform underneath an entire 
under the buttocks of the seated individual can determine the toilet , or additional legs / platform to carry the weight from 
end point of the PTT based on the onset of the PPG . the seat to a scale that surrounds the toilet . 

The pulse transit time is calculated directly by taking the One of the challenges of integrating the sensors into the 
difference in time between the PPG beat onset , and the aortic 30 standoff is that the standoff preferably translates all force to 
valve opening ( AV ) , determined from the BCG data , as the BCG sensor and nowhere else . Furthermore , the standoff 
shown in the following formula . cannot bind ; otherwise the BCG signal can be lost . FIG . 6 

PTT = ALBCG - PPG = PPG - T AV illustrates a floating / sealed standoff assembly in accordance 
with an embodiment of the present disclosure . This design The length of the arterial segment can be determined by 35 incorporates a gasket encircling the standoff which mates various methods , including direct subject measurement on a with a retainer and urethane seal to fix the standoff to a user by user basis . However , it is possible that the length can cavity in the seat to accomplish these goals . Additionally , the be estimated without direct measurement by using popula standoffs are preferably waterproof and cleanable . This tion statistics . This is the measured distance the pulse wave results in a system that is completely transparent to the end travels during the PTT . The aortic pulse wave velocity 40 user . It is also important to note that any shape standoff can ( PWV ) is this distance ( dartery ) divided by the PTT as shown be used with this method . in the following formula . Existing prior art BCG sensors and scales utilize sensor 
bridges to capture the BCG waveform . The bridge configu 
ration is used to increase the signal to noise ratio and dartery 45 sensitivity of the sensor . This is very common in scales and 
other sensor systems . The downside of using a sensor bridge 
is that there is only one signal output for all four standoffs 

The PAT is a summation of the PEP and the PTT . The PEP which does not allow for each standoff to be measured 
starts at the beginning of ventricular contraction and ends independently . While this allows for accurate BCG mea 
with the start of ventricular ejection ( when the aortic valve 50 surements under ideal circumstances ( e.g. , user standing 
opens ) . The pulse transit time begins when the aortic valve upright on a scale while remaining perfectly still ) , it cannot 
opens and ends when the pressure wave reaches the distal be used to reliably measure the BCG of an individual sitting , 
measurement point . For blood pressure and aortic compli- for example on a toilet seat . The user's seated posture can 
ance , the ideal distal location is the end of the aorta , close to impact the signal quality of the BCG and the waveform 
the start of the femoral artery . 55 shape , as can motion artifacts . 

The present disclosure provides a more accurate determi- In accordance with the present disclosure , separate BCG 
nation of aortic PWV using the bBCG ( aortic valve open- sensors can be used for each standoff . By measuring each 
ing start of ventricular ejection ) to a bPPG measured at the sensor independently , the present method can use algorithms 
buttocks ( close to the end of the aorta ) as compared to prior to estimate the posture and extract a more accurate and 
disclosures . Thus , this measurement is dominated by the 60 reliable BCG . This not only can improve the BCG signal 
aorta characteristics , providing the most accurate estimate of quality , but it can also make the measurement more repeat 
aortic compliance and aortic blood pressure . This approach able . This is an important feature of the embodiment since 
removes inaccuracies induced by measurement in the BCG force translation to the sensors changes based on the 
periphery , and by referencing the R - wave peak of the ECG . user's posture . 

Aortic compliance and blood pressure estimates can be 65 The use of multiple , e.g. , four , independent sensors enable 
based on the calculated PWV in accordance with the present posture determination to assist in accurate determination of 
disclosure using classical / clinically accepted standards . weight . As posture changes from an upright to leaning over 

PWV = 
PTT 
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position , more weight is carried by the feet to the floor . This both stroke volume and pre - ejection period based on ECG 
is important for monitoring weight changes over time , and BCG measures . A lack of change in stroke volume 
especially for heart failure patients where rapid weight gain during this strain phase of the Valsalva maneuver has been 
( water retention ) is a predictive indicator of declining health . observed in patients with pulmonary congestion and reduced 

Traditional prior art weight systems combine all force 5 left ventricular ejection fraction suggesting potential for 
sensors into a single signal , such as with a Wheatstone early detection with routine monitoring . Additionally , the 
bridge . Combining the signals in the analog domain reduces Valsalva maneuver may also be useful in evaluating the risk 
motion artifacts and increases signal to noise ratio ( “ SNR ” ) . of ventricular tachyarrhythmias and the efficacy of drug 
However , this results in a loss of posture information that is a treatment in patients with long - QT syndrome . 
important in the present disclosure for accurate weight and 10 By integrating cardiac instrumentation with a toilet seat , 
BCG waveform analysis . In accordance with an embodi- cardiac measurements can be captured during a BM . When 
ment of the present disclosure , rather than using a Wheat- the user is straining during a BM , it is very similar to the 
stone bridge , each sensor signal is captured independently Valsalva maneuver , and thus , provides a simulated Valsalva 
and combined in software ( utilizing posture information ) to 
reduce motion artifacts and increase SNR . Combining four 15 Methods for Determination of Aortic Valve Opening from 
independent BCG channels into a single BCG signal uses the BCG for Different Postures . 
the average between the four channels . Beat averaging can The BCG can be measured from a plurality of sensors in 
be used to further reduce noise , using the ECG R - wave peak a seat . The static signal from each sensor can be used to 
for beat - to - beat feature alignment . determine posture of the subject . For example , higher rela 

In accordance with an embodiment of the present disclo- 20 tive signals on the forward sensors is indicative of the 
sure , a pair of no - load bearing floating hinges allows the subject leaning forward , with the ratio of the forward to back 
BCG to be measured with an integrated system in the toilet sensors indicative of the posture angle . In another example , 
seat . A standard toilet seat has two hinges on the back of the the subject height , weight , age and / or gender are used in 
seat that connects the seat and the lid to the toilet bowl . The conjunction with the static signals for a more accurate 
BCG is stronger on the rear standoffs , as shown by subject 25 determination of posture . In another example , statistical 
testing . If part of the load on the seat were carried by the analysis ( e.g. , machine learning ) of signals gathered at 
hinges , the BCG quality would significantly decrease . By different postures across a population can be used to provide 
removing the hinges as a load bearing point , two rear a posture estimate from the obtained signals . 
standoffs can be used to capture the majority of the BCG Posture can also be determined by additional methods 
signal . A floating hinge also allows for more accurately 30 including user entry of posture ( e.g. , position 1 , 2 , or 3 
estimating a user's weight , since the hinges bear none of the representing angles of approximately 90 degrees , 60 
load . degrees , or 45 degrees ) ; a video camera and image process 

In one embodiment shown in FIG . 5 , the floating hinge ing to determine torso outline and relative angle between 
works by having an elongated slot that allows the entire seat torso and legs ; and a distance sensor integrated into the toilet 
to travel vertically in both directions . Note that the seat 35 seat cover . The waveform characteristics of the average 
cover is still connected to the hinge in the standard way and BCG signal can be used to determine posture . During a 
is not floating independently from the seat . It is also impor- training phase , data can be collected with subjects in dif 
tant that the hinge design does not allow horizontal motion . ferent known postures . Waveform characteristics associated 
This may exacerbate motion artifacts and can negatively with each posture can be determined and used for future 
impact the user's experience . 40 posture determination based on average BCG waveform 

The BCG signature is impacted by posture since the force analysis . 
vector relative to gravity is changed . The difference between Posture information can be used to determine temporal 
two postures , sitting upright and leaning forward are shown segments for specific BCG analysis where the subject has 
in FIGS . 7 and 8 along with a single R - R interval on the consistent posture . Aortic valve opening is then determined 
ECG . The morphology of each BCG signal changes with 45 from a combination of the dynamic BCG signal and the 
posture . Determination of posture based on , for example , subject posture . 
analysis of the independent sensor readings is important to In an embodiment , the specific BCG waveform feature to 
proper interpretation of the BCG waveform . be extracted is posture dependent . In an upright posture 

In an embodiment , determining weight and posture from ( alpha approx . 90 ° ) aortic valve opening is associated with 
BCG sensor readings includes the following steps : prepro- 50 the first upward peak of the BCG waveform from the 
cessing of sensor readings , including mean reduction , scal- beginning of the cardiac cycle as shown in FIG . 7 , by way 
ing , data transformation to adjust for skewness in data ; of example only . In a leaning forward position ( alpha 
exploring higher order relations between sensor readings approx . 50 ° ) aortic valve opening is associated with the first 
and output ( weight ) ; performing linear regression for esti- downward peak of the BCG waveform from the beginning 
mating weight , and logistic regression for predicting posture 55 of the cardiac cycle as shown in FIG . 8 , by way of example 
on a training dataset containing sensor readings and sub- only . Other features or posture - dependent fractional dis 
jects ' weight and posture . In both regressions , all of the four tances between neighboring features may also be used . The 
sensor readings , sensor interaction terms and higher order specific BCG features can be from the BCG waveform , or 
features ( as explored in the previous step ) are fed to the from a transformed BCG such as the 1st , 2nd , 3rd , etc. 
regression block for accurate estimation of weight and 60 derivatives or integrals . 
posture . In another embodiment , a leaning forward BCG wave 
An embodiment of the present disclosure provides the form is transformed to an upright BCG waveform based on 

automatic integration of a simulated Valsalva maneuver with posture . Posture is the angle from the seat platform to the 
BM . The Valsalva maneuver , where a subject forcedly torso of a seated individual . The BCG waveform is deter 
exhales against a fixed pressure ( or by keeping the mouth 65 mined for the y and z directions as shown in FIG . 4. A model 
and nose closed ) , induces a transient increase in intra- is generated for transformation of these primary waveforms 
thoracic pressure that can provide estimates of changes in to a new waveform consistent with a potential posture ( alpha 
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dependent ) . This model uses vector analysis of force trans- Method for Determination of the PPG Feature for Pulse 
formations and superposition to create the new waveform . In Wave Arrival in the PTT Calculation . 
another embodiment , torque is incorporated into the model A plethysmograph is obtained on the individual at a distal 
based on subject height , weight , age and / or gender and an point to determine changes in blood volume or pressure 
estimate of the location of the heart . The inverse model is 5 associated with arrival of the pressure wave associated with 
applied to the captured BCG dynamic signals based on ventricular ejection . In one example this is done optically 
determined posture to create an equivalent upright wave- using a photodiode and an emitter ( photoplethysmogram or 
form . The upright waveform feature recognition is applied to PPG ) . In another example , impedance techniques are used to 
the equivalent upright waveform to determine aortic valve locally determine changes in blood volume . In another 
opening 10 example , a pressure or force sensor is used in a tonometry 

In another embodiment , the features to be extracted are mode to detect pulse arrival . 
determined by simultaneous BCG measurements with a The time based waveform is analyzed to extract the time 
gold - standard aortic valve opening measurement . A database of a specific waveform feature . In one example , this is the 
containing correlation of the angle between the seat and the onset of the wave ( or foot ) as shown in FIG . 7 , although 
torso of a seated individual with the bBCG data correspond- 15 other features may be used . Other features or fractional 
ing to the opening of the aortic valve can be established . The distances between neighboring features may also be used . 
correlation of specific BCG features to aortic valve opening Features associated with the derivatives ( e.g. , 1st , 2nd , 3rd , 
can be determine for a range of postures , resulting in a etc. ) of the PPG waveform may also be used . In one 
database such as a lookup table indicating which feature example , this is done on a beat by beat basis and the results 
should be chosen based on the current posture of the seated 20 averaged . In another example , the waveform is first normal 
individual . In one example , the lookup table can be created ized to account for different R - R intervals ( heart rate vari 
for a population ( e.g. , entire population , healthy population , ability ) , and then the PPG ( and ECG ) beat waveforms are 
heart failure population , etc. ) using statistics from a posture averaged to create an average waveform before extracting 
study across the desired population . In another example , this the feature time points . 
is done on a population with key features classified accord- 25 Method for Determination of the PWV Based on the BCG 
ing to subject height , weight , age and / or gender . In another and PPG Waveforms . 
example , the lookup table can be created for each individual The length of the artery from the aortic valve to a selected 
subject based an individualized feature correlation to aortic end point along the artery ( AL ) can be determined based on 
valve opening on a per - subject basis . direct subject measurement ( external ) . Measurements are 

This table can be created by correlating specific BCG 30 done on an individual in a seated position . The distance 
features directly ( or with a time offset ) to the simultaneous between the sternal notch ( SN ) and the sternal angle ( SA ) is 
aortic valve opening gold standard measurement . The time measured , either directly or by reference to the seating 
offset could be a constant , or an equation based on physi- platform top ( B ) . The distance between sternal angle ( SA ) 
ologic intervals such as heart rate , or a combination of the and aortic valve ( AV ) is measured , e.g. , via ultrasound 
two . The specific BCG features can be from the BCG itself , 35 imaging . The distance between sternal notch and aortic arch 
or from a transformed BCG such as the 1st , 2nd , 3rd , etc. ( AA ) is measured , e.g. , via ultrasound imaging . The 
derivatives or integrals . The subject sits on the seat contain- approximate artery length ( AL ) is calculated using the 
ing the BCG sensors while measuring the time of aortic following equation : 
valve opening . This can be repeated for multiple postures 
( from upright to full leaning forward as when resting elbows 40 AL = [ AV to AA distance ] + [ AA to B distance ] 
on knees ) with known angles between the torso and the 
seating platform . In one example , the time of aortic valve AL = [ ( SA - AV ) + ( SN - SA ) - ( SN - AA ) ] + [ ( SN - B ) - ( SN - AA ) ] 
opening can be determined through transthoracic echocar- In another embodiment , population statistics based on 
diography captures of pulse wave Doppler , tissue strain , and height , weight , age and / or gender are used in place of a 
aortic valve imaging measured simultaneously and time 45 subject specific measurement . The time difference between 
synchronized with the BCG . In another example , the time of the aortic valve opening feature on the BCG waveform and 
aortic valve opening can be determined using a time syn- the pulse arrival feature on the distal PPG waveform deter 
chronized measure of impedance cardiography . In a third mines the pulse transit time ( PTT ) . The aligned BCG and 
example , the time of aortic valve opening can be determined PPG waveform extracted time points can be used directly , or 
using an aortic flow rate sensor measuring the start of 50 each can be referenced to the ECG R - wave . The pulse wave 
systolic ejection , when time synchronized with the BCG . velocity ( PWV ) is calculated by dividing the AL by the PTT . 
The gold - standard and BCG waveforms can be time syn- The disclosure will be further illustrated with reference to 
chronized through acquisition through the same data acqui- the following specific examples . It is understood that these 
sition system , application of a third signature that is picked examples are given by way of illustration and are not meant 
up in both the gold - standard and BCG waveforms , or by 55 to limit the disclosure or the claims to follow . 
using a surrogate reference point for both measures such as 
the ECG R - wave . EXAMPLES 

The time corresponding to a specific BCG waveform 
feature can be determined for each posture . In one example , The following experimental protocol , conditions and 
this is done on a beat by beat basis and the results averaged . 60 instrumentation were used in each of the examples . The user 
In another example , the waveform is first normalized to was instructed to remove clothing and put on a hospital 
account for different R - R intervals ( heart rate variability ) , gown . The user was instructed to sit on the seat with 
and then the BCG ( and ECG ) beat waveforms are averaged complete skin contact . The weight , PPG , ECG , and BCG 
to create an average waveform before extracting the feature waveforms were simultaneously captured using a NI Com 
time points . This information can be used to create the 65 pactRio system with LabView for 2.5 minutes . The signals 
aforementioned lookup table , which can be used to deter- were analyzed in MATLAB in order to locate the desired 
mine the time of aortic valve opening using the BCG . features in the signal . 
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The BCG system uses four independent piezoresistive sitting upright , the opening of the aortic valve is determined 
sensors ( Flexi Force sensors from Tekscan ) . The interface to be the first BCG peak after the Qwave . 
schematic is shown in FIG . 9. The signal takes two paths , The pulse transit time ( PTT ) can be calculated by finding 
one for the BCG and the other for the weight . The weight is the interval between the aortic valve opening ( AV open ) and 
buffered and then directly captured by the data acquisition 5 the PPG foot ( PPGfoot ) . The time difference is normalized to 
system . A low - pass filter is used to reduce high frequency the R - R interval ( RR interval ) , so the actual PTT can be 
noise and a high - pass filter is used to remove the large DC calculated by multiplying the relative time interval with the offset due to the subject's weight . R - R interval . 

The PPG sensor uses an IR LED with a matched photo 
diode . The photodiode's current is converted to a voltage 10 PTT = ( AV . open - PPG 8001 ) * RRinterval using a transimpedance amplifier ( TIA ) . The DC offset is 
removed and then the signal is low - pass filtered to isolate the In this example , the PTT for sitting upright is 152 millisec 
PPG signal . onds . The length of the arterial segment between the aortic 

The ECG sensor has three electrodes . The two rear valve and the selected end point ( AL ) was determined to be 
electrodes were used as the inputs to a differential amplifier . 15 0.94 meters . The PWV is calculated according to the for 
The third electrode is connected to the circuit ground and is mula PWV = AL / PTT to be 6.18 m / s . 
located on the right side of the user on the front of the seat . 
The instrumentation used is built into the Biopac data Example 2 
acquisition system . 

All of the instrumentation is captured on a LabView data 20 PWV Measurement of Individual Sitting in Leaning 
acquisition system . Signal processing techniques are then Forward Position 
used to locate the BCG feature associated with aortic valve 
opening . Similar techniques are used to locate the onset of Determination of the PTT when a subject is in a leaning 
the PPG waveform ( this is called the PPG foot ) . forward sitting position , i.e. an angle of approximately 50 ° 

between the seat platform and the torso of the subject . The Example 1 following example takes place in a lab setting at room 
PWV Measurement of Individual Sitting in Upright temperature with a healthy individual ( subject ) with no 

history of cardiovascular disease . The subject is told to sit in Position a leaning forward position with skin contact on a toilet seat 
Determination of the PTT when a subject is in an upright that contains the following sensors : 4 BCG channels ; PPG ; 

and ECG . The sensor locations are those shown in FIGS . 1 sitting position , i.e. an angle of approximately 90 ° between and 2 . the seat platform and the torso of the subject . The following 
example takes place in a lab setting at room temperature A 2.5 minute long recording is captured using a National 
with a healthy individual ( subject ) with no history of car- 35 Instruments data acquisition system . Each channel is cap 
diovascular disease . The subject is told to sit upright with tured at 1000 samples per second and is time synchronized . 
skin contact on a toilet seat that contains the following Once the recording is finished , the subject is no longer 
sensors : 4 BCG channels ; PPG ; and ECG . The sensor needed and the signals can be analyzed . The R - peak in each 
locations are those shown in FIGS . 1 and 2 . heart beat is located using a standard ECG delineation 
A 2.5 minute long recording is captured using a National 40 method . For example , “ A Real - Time QRS Detection Algo 

Instruments data acquisition system . Each channel is cap- rithm ” by Pan and Tompkins . In the example shown in FIG . 
tured at 1000 samples per second and is time synchronized . 8 the average R - R interval was found to be 0.603 seconds , 
Once the recording is finished , the subject is no longer resulting in a heart rate of 99.5 BPM . 
needed and the signals can be analyzed . The R - peak in each A single average PPG beat is found using the following 
heart beat is located using a standard ECG delineation 45 beat averaging technique . Each PPG beat is defined as the 
method . For example , " A Real - Time QRS Detection Algo- wave between each consecutive R - peak . After locating each 
rithm ” by Pan and Tompkins . In the example shown in FIG . PPG beat , they are all resampled so that they have the same 
7 the average R - R interval was found to be 0.603 seconds , length ( in this example , the length will be the average R - R 
resulting in a heart rate of 99.5 BPM . interval multiplied by the sample rate ) . Once all of the PPG 
A single average PPG beat is found using the following 50 beats are of the same length , they are averaged together on 

beat averaging technique . Each PPG beat is defined as the a sample - by - sample basis . The resulting waveform is the 
wave between each consecutive R - peak . After locating each averaged PPG beat . 
PPG beat , they are all resampled so that they have the same The onset of the PPG ( PPG foot ) is determined to be the 
length ( in this example , the length will be the average R - R minimum of the average beat . A single BCG waveform is 
interval multiplied by the sample rate ) . Once all of the PPG 55 calculated from the four raw BCG channels by averaging 
beats are of the same length , they are averaged together on them together . This isolates the BCG in the y direction when 
a sample - by - sample basis . The resulting waveform is the sitting upright ( see FIG . 4 ) . A single average BCG beat is 
averaged PPG beat . determined using the same method as was done with the 

The onset of the PPG ( PPG foot ) is determined to be the PPG . 
minimum of the average beat . A single BCG waveform is 60 The aortic valve opening is located on the BCG between 
calculated from the four raw BCG channels by simply the ECG b - wave and the PPG foot . When the subject is 
averaging them together . This isolates the BCG in the y leaning forward at an angle of approximately 50 ° , the 
direction when sitting upright ( see FIG . 4 ) . A single average opening of the aortic valve corresponds to the first trough 
BCG beat is determined using the same method as was done before the main BCG peak . 
with the PPG . The pulse transit time ( PTT ) can be calculated by finding 

The aortic valve opening is located on the BCG between the interval between the aortic valve opening ( AVOpen ) and 
the ECG Qwave and the PPG foot . When the subject is the PPG foot ( PPG foot ) . The time difference is normalized to 
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the R - R interval ( PP interval ) , so the actual PTT can be lected BCG data , calculating a stroke volume of a 
calculated by multiplying the relative time interval with the heartbeat based on the one or more features of the 
R - R interval . collected BCG data of the seated individual , selecting 

PTT = ( AV . an end point along a length of artery extending from an 
aortic valve of the seated individual , detecting at the In this example , the PTT for sitting leaning forward at an selected end point the arrival of a pulse wave initiated angle of approximately 50º is 150 milliseconds . The length by an opening of the aortic valve of the seated indi of the arterial segment between the aortic valve and the vidual , and determining the pulse transit time ( PTT ) of selected end point ( AL ) was determined to be 0.94 meters . the seated individual based on a timing of the opening The PWV is calculated according to the formula PWV = AL / 10 

PTT to be 6.27 m / s . of the aortic valve and a timing of the arrival of the 
pulse wave at the selected end point . 

Example 3 2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the seat is a toilet seat . 
3. The system of claim 1 , wherein the medical analysis 

Measurement of Physiological Changes Associated further includes : 
with a BM identifying , based on an electrocardiogram ( ECG ) of the 

seated individual , a window in the collected BCG data 
The subject is instructed to take a BM while on the fully associated with an opening of an aortic valve of the 

integrated toilet seat . The interval during the BM is deter seated individual . 
mined by the subject on a handheld device . The parameters 20 4. The system of claim 3 , wherein the system further 
that are associated with the Valsalva maneuver , such as the includes an ECG sensor configured to collect the ECG of the 
QT interval , are extracted for both the BM state and non - BM seated individual . 
state . 5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the plurality of stand 

Taking a bowel movement ( BM ) allows more advanced offs includes at least three standoffs . 
diagnosis on the integrated toilet seat . 6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the medical analysis 
Method 1 — Instructed further includes : 
User is instructed to keep their mouth and nasal cavity determining a posture of the seated individual ; and 

closed while attempting to forcedly exhale while sitting on transforming the collected BCG data based on the deter 
the seat . mined posture of the seated individual , 

The Valsalva maneuver is performed for 5 seconds . the extracting the one or more features from the collected 
All of the signals previous mentioned are captured and BCG data being after transforming the collected BCG 

analyzed . data . 
Method 2 - Automatic 7. The system of claim 6 , wherein the medical analysis 
User sits on the seat in their home to perform a BM . further includes : 
There will be a period during BM that will be recognized 35 determining a time period associated with an opening of 

as the simulated Valsalva . an aortic valve based on at least the one or more 
Automatic analysis will be used to determine the physi features . 

ological differences between the resting state and simulated 8. The system of claim 1 , wherein the medical analysis 
Valsalva state . further includes : 

Although various embodiments have been depicted and determining a length of arterial segment between the 
described in detail herein , it will be apparent to those skilled aortic valve and the selected end point ; and 
in the relevant art that various modifications , additions , determining the pulse wave velocity ( PWV ) of the seated 
substitutions , and the like can be made without departing individual based on the length of arterial segment and 
from the spirit of the disclosure and these are therefore the PTT . 
considered to be within the scope of the disclosure as defined 9. The system of claim 8 , wherein the length of arterial 
in the claims which follow . segment is determined based on population statistics . 
What is claimed : 10. The system of claim 1 , wherein the selected end point 
1. A system for the medical analysis of a seated individual is located in a portion of buttocks or an upper thigh of the 

comprising : seated individual . 
a seat comprising : 11. A system , comprising : 

a plurality of force sensors capable of measuring a base ; 
changes in an apparent weight of an individual a seat supportable on a surface of the base , the seat 
sitting on the seat and generating a signal corre- including : 
sponding to the changes in the apparent weight of the a plurality of standoffs resting on the surface of the 
seated individual ; and base ; and 

a plurality of standoffs , the plurality of force sensors a plurality of force sensors including at least one first 
being integrated into at least one of the plurality of sensor disposed at each of the plurality of standoffs , 
standoffs ; and each of the plurality of force sensors configured to 

a support surface supporting the seat , the plurality of independently generate a signal based on changes in 
standoffs resting on the support surface , an apparent weight of an individual seated on the 

wherein the seat is secured to the support surface by at seat ; 
least one no - load bearing hinge , and a coupler configured to couple the seat to the base such 

wherein the medical analysis comprises collecting balli- that the seat is movable relative to the base ; and 
stocardiogram ( BCG ) data over time from the seated a processor operatively coupled to the plurality of force 
individual by detecting the signal from each force 65 sensors , the processor configured to : 
sensor from the plurality of force sensors indepen- receive the signals generated by the plurality of force 
dently , extracting one or more features from the col sensors ; 
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generate a ballistocardiogram ( BCG ) signal over time determine a pulse wave velocity ( PWV ) of the individual 
of the individual based on the signals ; based on the length of arterial segment and the PTT . 

extract one or more features from the BCG signal ; 17. The system of claim 16 , wherein the length of arterial 
determine a stroke volume associated with one or more segment is determined based on population statistics . 

heartbeats based on the one or more features of the 5 18. The system of claim 11 , wherein the selected end point 
BCG signal ; is located in a portion of buttocks or an upper thigh of the 

individual . select an end point along a length of artery extending 19. A system , comprising : from an aortic valve of the seated individual ; 
detect at the selected end point the arrival of a pulse a base ; 
wave initiated by an opening of the aortic valve of 10 a seat supportable on a surface of the base , the seat 
the seated individual ; and including : 

determine the pulse transit time ( PTT ) of the seated a plurality of standoffs resting on the surface of the 
base ; and individual based on a timing of the opening of the 

aortic valve and a timing of the arrival of the pulse a plurality of force sensors including at least one first 
wave at the selected end point . sensor disposed at each of the plurality of standoffs , 

12. The system of claim 11 , wherein the processor is each of the plurality of force sensors configured to 
further configured to : independently generate a signal in response to forces 

exerted on the seat by an individual seated on the receive a signal representing the electrocardiogram 
seat ; ( ECG ) of the individual , and 

identify , based on the ECG signal , a window in the BCG 20 a coupler configured to couple the seat to the base such 
that the seat is movable relative to the base ; and signal associated with an opening of an aortic valve of 

the individual . a processor operatively coupled to the plurality of force 
13. The system of claim 12 , wherein the system further sensors , the processor configured to : 

includes an ECG sensor configured to collect the ECG of the receive the signals generated by the plurality of force 
sensors ; individual . 

14. The system of claim 11 , wherein the processor is generate a ballistocardiogram ( BCG ) signal and pos 
ture information over time of the individual based on further configured to : the signals ; determine a posture of the individual ; and 

transform the BCG signal based on the determined pos determine physiological information of the individual 
ture of the individual , based on the BCG signal and the posture informa 

tion ; the processor configured to extract the one or more select an end point along a length of artery extending features from the BCG signal after transforming the 
BCG signal . from an aortic valve of the seated individual ; 

15. The system of claim 14 , wherein the processor is detect at the selected end point the arrival of a pulse 
further configured to : wave initiated by an opening of the aortic valve of 

determine a time period associated with an opening of an the seated individual ; and 
aortic valve based on at least the one or more features . determine the pulse transit time ( PTT ) of the seated 

16. The system of claim 11 , wherein the processor is individual based on a timing of the opening of the 
further configured to : aortic valve and a timing of the arrival of the pulse 

determine a length of arterial segment between the aortic 40 wave at the selected end point . 
valve and the selected end point ; and 
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